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Morphology

Morphology - is concerned with structure of words.
Morpheme is the smallest unit that carries meaning.

walked
italienisch (German, italian)
feelings
gespielt (German, play ptcp)
lwmdim (lomdim, Hebrew, learn/study-prs.m.pl)
draw, drew

.

.
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Morphology

Morphology - is concerned with structure of words.
Morpheme is the smallest unit that carries meaning.

walked walk+ed
italienisch (German, italian) italien+isch
feelings feel+ing+s
gespielt (German, play ptcp) ge+spiel+t
lwmdim (lomdim, Hebrew, learn/study-prs.m.pl) lwmdim
draw, drew draw, drew

The aim of morphological analysis to discover these units
automatically
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Morphological Analysis

Morphological relations exist among words which are related
both semantically and phonologically (Bybee, 1985).
The method groups such words, seeks repeated patterns
among them and segment accordingly.
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How to find semantically related words

The distributional hypothesis (Harris, 1954): words which
share similar contexts tend to be semantically similar.
To find semantically similar words, contexts are collected for
each word i.e., co-occurrences of the word with other words
within some window, and stored in a context vector.
The assumption is that number of random word
co-occurrences within sentences can be approximated by the
Poisson distribution (Holtsberg and Willners, 2001) under the
independence assumption..
The surprise of joint occurrences of a pair of words is
calculated under this independence assumption and used to
measure the significance of this co-occurrence (Quasthoff and
Wolff, 2002).
Context vectors of pairs of words are then compared using the
Dice measure to determine the similarity between them.
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Co-occurrences extraction

For each word a set of words which co-occur with it within
sentences is computed (context vector).

The Poisson likelihood measures the surprise of joint
occurrences of two words A and B, thus the significance of
this co-occurrence.

n is the size of the corpus (in sentences)
p = p(A)p(B) = nAnB

n2

the probability for occurrence of the words A and B in a
sentence under the independence assumption

λ = np = nAnB
n

the expected number of joint occurrences of A and B, under
the independence assumption

k the observed number of joint occurrences of A and B in the
corpus.
sig(A,B) = − log( 1

k!λ
ke−λ) ≈ k(log k − log λ− 1)
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Computing word similarities

For each word we compute the set of contextually similar words
this is done by comparing the context vectors
only words which co-occur with the co-occurrences of the
word are candidates for similarity
if two words have similar context vectors then these words are
considered similar as well
the Dice coefficient is used as a similarity measure

sim(~A, ~B) = 2‖~A∩~B‖
‖~A‖+‖~B‖
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How to find phonologically related words

In this method phonology is represented via orthography.
The orthographic difference is computed here with
Needleman-Wunsch distance (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970)
with affine gaps (Gotoh, 1982) .
Words which are considered different (d > 0.5) are filtered.
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Why not using Levenshtein Edit Distance?

geantwortet (German, reply PTCP) , gesagt (German, say
PTCP)
geantwortet

ge-----sagt

mmdddddsssm LED:8
.
.
.
.
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Why not using Levenshtein Edit Distance?

geantwortet (German, reply PTCP) , gesagt (German, say
PTCP)
geantwortet

ge-----sagt

mmdddddsssm LED:8
geantwortet

ge---sagt--

mmdddsssmdd LED:8
In linear gap penalty the cost of gaps is fixed for different
alignments.
In affine gap penalty there is a some penalty for opening a gap
and a smaller penalty for extending an existing one.
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Sequence Alignment

In bioinformatics, it is a way of laying out a pair of
bio-sequences e.g., proteins or genes.
The aim is to identify the alignment that maximizes
bio-sequences similarity.
The method is used to discover similar regions which

may serve similar biological functions
may be the result of evolutionary relationship between the
sequences.
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Sequence Alignment

It is typically defined as the sum of scores, derived from a
substitution matrix, for each aligned pair of components.

- G C G C - A T G G A T T G A G C G A

T G C G C C A T T G A T - G A C C - A

Gaps are inserted between the components of the sequences
so that similar characters would be aligned in successive
columns, but it would penalize the alignment score.
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Multiple Sequence Alignment

Multiple sequence alignment methods try to align several
sequences at a time.
A common way to achieve it is to align first the most similar
pair of sequences and then to add the less similar ones
gradually to the intermediate alignment
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Aligning contextually and orthographically similar words

Input word and the words which are close to it contextually
and orthographically are aligned using multiple sequence
alignment.
Several pattens may be extracted for an alignment.
The most prominent pattern will be selected as the alignment
pattern.
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Alignment example

The alignment set for the word including.

including
excluding
includ--e
include-s
include-d
inj-uring
involving
capturing
employing
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Experiments

methods for possible segmentation for aligned sequences
methods for scoring possible segmentations for a word form
effect on different language types

English
German
Hebrew
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Calculating possible segmentation for aligned sequences:
method A

The patterns extracted from this pairwise comparison are
accumulated and are then scored in a way which is based on
their frequency and their length in characters.

Let count(patterni) be the number of times patterni was
found among pairs of aligned sequences
Let length(patterni) is its length in characters.
The score assigned for patterni in this alignment is then the
harmonic mean of these two measures.

score(patterni) =
2

1
count(patterni )

+ 1
length(patterni )
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Alignment example

The alignment set for the word including.
including
excluding
includ--e
include-s
include-d
inj-uring
involving
capturing
employing

.
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Alignment example

The alignment set for the word including.
including
excluding
includ--e
include-s
include-d
inj-uring
involving
capturing
employing

extracted patterns: includ-; -ing; -u-ing; -clud-; . . .
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method B

The method also searches for identical fragments within pairs
of aligned sequences.
The patterns extracted from this pairwise comparison are
accumulated and are then scored in a way which reflects their
relative frequency and the size of the alignment.

Let count(patterni) be the number of times patterni was
found in the pairwise comparison of aligned sequences.
Let size the number of the sequences participated in the
alignment.
The score is given by the formula

score(patterni) =
count(patterni)∑
j count(patternj)

log(size)
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Alignment example

The alignment set for the word including.
including
excluding
includ--e
include-s
include-d
inj-uring
involving
capturing
employing

.
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Alignment example

The alignment set for the word including.
including
excluding
includ--e
include-s
include-d
inj-uring
involving
capturing
employing

extracted patterns: -u-; -ing; -in-; -clud-; . . .
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Scoring segmentations of a given word form

A word form can occur as an input or as well as part of an
alignment set of a different word form
Patterns resulting from different alignments may be different,
but the resulting segmentation for a word form would be the
same.
Segmentations options are recorded with their respective
scores.
Ranked lists of possible segmentations are created based on

frequency of the segmentation,
sum of pattern scores.
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Corpora

German and English corpora - were collected for the
Wortschatz collection each contains 3M sentences.
Hebrew MILA Arutz7 Corpus (Itai and Wintner, 2008) which
contains 780269 sentences.
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Evaluation

German and English were evaluated against word forms were
found in CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995).

German - 49748 word forms
English - 23545 word forms

Hebrew is evaluated against a analyses extracted from a
tagged subcorpus of MILA Arutz7 Corpus (106492 sentences)

every word form is morphologically analyzed
analyzes which are deemed possible are given a positive score
scores for each analysis are summed and ranked to give an idea
about the frequently used analysis for each word-type.
evaluation against 87346 word forms
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Results for German

top-1 top-2 top-5

P R P R P R

method A
freq 0.476 0.412 0.520 0.467 0.524 0.470
score 0.483 0.447 0.556 0.535 0.578 0.564

method B
freq 0.507 0.407 0.575 0.482 0.587 0.498
score 0.502 0.448 0.613 0.576 0.665 0.644

Morf. 0.637 0.478
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Results for English

top-1 top-2 top-5

P R P R P R

method A
freq 0.411 0.489 0.464 0.540 0.471 0.545
score 0.378 0.490 0.463 0.581 0.499 0.608

method B
freq 0.500 0.512 0.578 0.600 0.591 0.617
score 0.473 0.517 0.588 0.648 0.644 0.706

Morf. 0.585 0.610
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Results for Hebrew

top-1 top-2 top-5

P R P R P R

method A
freq 0.575 0.557 0.640 0.630 0.649 0.639
score 0.581 0.586 0.669 0.696 0.700 0.730

method B
freq 0.487 0.374 0.688 0.554 0.721 0.607
score 0.519 0.411 0.750 0.638 0.826 0.770

Morf. 0.629 0.687
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Some Segmented Words in English

agree-ment
trace-able

re-establish
un-count-ed

dr-a-w
dr-a-w-s
dr-e-w
dr-a-w-n
dr-a-w-ing

law-er
lead-er
memb-er
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Some Segmented Words in German

s-e-nd-e (senden ‘to send’)
ein-ge-s-a-nd-te-n
zu-ge-s-a-nd-te-n

d-a-rf (dürfen ‘may’)
k-ä-m-e (kommen ‘to come’)

minister-präsident-in (‘prime minister’ f)
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Some Segmented Words in Hebrew

seg. wordform root (core meaning) gloss

h-ar-i-k-h a-r-k (length) prolonged (3SG.F)
m-brk-im b-r-k (bless) bless (PRS.M.PL)
h-b-w-gr-im b-g-r (mature) the graduates (M)
h-rby-wn r-b-y (four) the quartile
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Next steps

Create a method for extracting patterns from alignments
which takes into account the three parameters: pattern
length, pattern frequency, size of alignment.
Extract several patterns from one alignment (when possible).
Try different clustering methods.
. . .
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¡ Gracia-s !
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